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The Ballistic Desk is designed to provide students with immediate protection.  

The armored ‘Desk Top’ panels can be fastened to either an existing desk or can 

be newly manufactured as the top of a traditional desk.  Each panel has a smooth 

surface to support normal student curricular activities. For optimal protection, 

the desks can be placed strategically around the classroom. The lightweight    

design allows for ease of  movement while providing NIJ Level III protection. 

Utilizing the desk top quick release system, the 

Ballistic Desk armored ‘Desk Top’ panel can be   

released from the desk in less than 4 seconds.    

Carry handles are strategically located on the back 

of each panel to allow for ease of use while in a 

stationary position or moving to a safe location. 

 Ballistic Desk 

The Ballistic Desk armored panels are manufactured              

utilizing a proprietary blend of lightweight ballistic Kevlar 

and Dynemma/Spectra material.  They are designed to be  

lightweight with non-slip handles for maximum ballistic 

protection during movement.  The Ballistic ‘Desk Top’ 

panels can be manufactured to any size specification and 

are installed with a desktop quick release system. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.BALLISTICDESK.COM  
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‘SHELTR’℠  

Training Program 

‘SHELTR VISION’™ Mobile Application 

Developed for IPhone and Android operating systems, the SHELTR VISION™ mobile 
application allows direct  communication with authorities while in a crisis situation. 
Utilizing video, sound, GPS, and an emergency location beacon, authorities monitor 
the situation as they speed to your location. 

PAK-Jacket™ System (www.pakjacket.com) 

The ‘Protect a Kid’™ Jacket (PAK-Jacket) System is designed for individual mobile                     
protection. Manufactured to NIJ-IIIA ballistic standards, the PAK-Jacket System will              
provide protection from .22, .38, .44, and 9mm rounds.  In addition, the jackets are 
fire retardant, cut resistant, razor/slash resistant, and stab proof. Each jacket      
includes Kevlar gloves, high heat intensity goggles, vacuum sealed first aid kits, and 
a high decibel whistle.  The PAK-Jacket System is a versatile option for safety and 
protection from a variety of emergencies, crisis and threat situations.  

Blast Boards (www.blastboards.com) 

The Blast Board is a ballistic white board that provides NIJ IIA Ballistic Protection.  
The boards can be fastened in place of an existing whiteboard/chalkboard or be 
purchased as a stand alone product.  “Wall Mounted” Blast Boards are mounted 
with a single point quick release system that lowers the board to the ground in less 
than 3 seconds. The back of each board is equipped with multiple non-slip handles 
to provide users with protection while moving to a safe location.  The blast board 
also provides superior protection when used as a shield in the classroom safe area.  

Unfortunately schools and other public venues around the world are becoming 

a target to foreign and domestic terrorism.  There are not enough law enforce-

ment officers available to secure every location where a terrorist or terrorist 

organization may attack.  The ‘SHELTR’ Training courses and Tactical Protective 

Gear gives the school, university, or workplace a chance to defend from an     

Active Threat.  Safety Hazard-Emergency-Lethal Threat Response℠ (SHELTR) 

Training provides Teachers, employees, maintenance staff and grounds keepers 

with training tools and techniques in which to keep their school safe.  These 

tools and techniques teach how to “LOOK” for things that are out of the norm, 

“REPORT” incidents in a timely and accurate manner, and “RESPOND” if your 

campus or workplace becomes engaged by a threat or crisis situation. 


